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Recycled Plastic 8 x 4 Sheet
(2.400mm x 1.220mm)
EKOply is manufactured from 100% waste plastic which typically ends up being land-filled or incinerated.
EKOply has been manufactured as an alternative to imported plywood, or to virgin plastic panels, yet in turn are
fully recyclable at end of-life.
EKOply is offered in 12mm and 19mm thickness with the option of an anti slip surface on both. Colour options
include Blue, Green, White Fleck and Earth. It is also one of the most environmentally friendly options available,
requiring little or no maintenance.

Anti Slip Surface

White Fleck Hoarding

Key Benefits of EKOply
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Rigid sheet available in 19mm & 12mm
Anti-Slip & Coloured options available
It can be cut/screwed in the same way as traditional timber
Significantly longer lasting compared to timber and plywood
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Rot and weather proof
Tough and durable
No maintenance costs
Chew resistant and non-toxic to animals.

FAQ and technical datasheets are available on request.
*As recycled sheets, there are different shades produced depending on the
waste plastic used in production.

”We found EKOply perfect.
No painting, zero maintenance and can’t rot. It was easy to cut and looks good.
Great product ticked all the boxes”

Simple to clean animal housing

”The sheets worked very well.
There are 29 panels on the roof
. . . with sheets supporting a total of 4.5
tonnes of ballast blocks within the
frames.We will certainly use these again.”

Chris at Craven Energies

"Setting ethical standards by use of
promoting an excellent example of
sustainable recycling” Isle of Wight Zoo

"Ekoply has provided us with
an exciting sustainable alternative to
standard plywood. On site, when the
furniture arrived and before we'd even
finishing installing it, there was a real buzz
about the project, with people enjoying
and climbing all over the installation.
It was an easy choice to work with Ekoply,
everything in the East Village (former
Olympic Village) has been selected for it's
sustainable and environmental credentials,
the recycled plastic sheet helped us to
continue this ethos as part of our design."

Used in living wall applications,
in constant moisture

Anti-Slip floor used in a container

Standard sheet used in roof terrace
application

Will, The Edible Busstop.
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The information/images provided are for guidance only, as the customer is solely responsible for making sure that the recycled sheets are fit for their specific application.

